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National Award Winning

RANGE • COURSE • ACADEMY • SHOP • BISTRO

At Moreton Hills we teach you the fundamentals of Golf, to help you 
learn and improve fast, with the guidance of a PGA Golf Professional.

Tarran Way South, Moreton, Wirral CH46 4TP
0151 363 1873

www.moretonhillsgolfcentre.co.uk

• 6 Weeks Course (Balls, clubs included)
• Level 1: Grip, Stance, Posture, Backswing & Follow through 
   (6 Levels Available)
• 1 Hour Sessions (30 mins coaching, 30 mins self practice)
• Times: Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday evenings from 5pm
   - Timeslots: 5.00, 5.30, 6.00, 6.30, 7.00pm

PGA GOLF COACHING
Learn to play golf in 6 WEEKS!

ONLY

£60
Call number 

below for more 
information 
or to book!





ChesterChester
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Love Chester
The Local Magazine The Local Magazine 
for Businesses in and around for Businesses in and around 
Cheshire.Cheshire.

Circulation of this FREE magazine is distributed to Chester and its surrounding villages. 
Love Chester Magazine Limited Registered Office: 12 The Chase, Wirral, CH63 0EX 

Company Number: 10588054
“Love Chester” is produced by an independent organisation; which is not connected to any other organisation, publication or groups. 

All material is copyrighted and no part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted without the written permission of the copyright holder. 
Please note that we do not endorse any products or services of any advertisers. All advertisements and their content are 
accepted in good faith. Responsibility for copyright and the accuracy of the information provided lies with the advertiser.   
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Dear Friends,
As another year 
comes to a close, we 
are sure you are all 
wondering where this 
year has gone! 

We hope you manage 
to keep to your 'New 
Year Resolutions' and 

have a year filled with good health, happiness 
and prosperity.

We must thank all our wonderful advertisers, 
without them there wouldn't be any 
magazines! You will find reliable and honest 
tradespeople at realistic prices in these pages, 
let them know you saw them in here!
If you are in business and want to attract new 
customers, why not advertise with us and/or in 
our Love Wirral or Love Wrexham magazines, 
we offer affordable advertising in our popular 
publications - contact details are on our front 
page.
All our magazines are available online - as well 
as the answers to our puzzle page :o)

Best Wishes Maxine & Mike

Do You Know?
This month in history 
Horoscopes for December
Cimmunity page
Chester Zoo new arrivals
Community page  
Community - PCC
Charity page  - BHF
Community - Poem by John Fowler
Short story series - Pablo & Billy
Puzzle Corner
Book review by John Morris   
Charity - The Joshua Tree               
Chester Rambling & Hill Walking 
Club       
What's on        

Cover Photo:
Lake view in Delamere Forest
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Call us on

01244 630 750
or email us at

hello@relivephysiotherapy.co.uk
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MistFree Windows
• Replacing steamed up/misted 
      double glazed units
• Replacing uPVC door panels
• Lock, hinge and handle repair on 
      all types of windows & doors
• Installing insulating glass

See if we can save you some money!

mistfreewindows.org
contact@mistfreewindows.org
07557 400 746

Create moments of calm 
vitality and joyful presence.

• Nutritional Medicine
• Lifestyle Medicine
• Somatic Coaching

Find out more at 
moodmentoruk.com

Find freedom 
from anxiety 
and depression. 
Naturally.

@moodmentoruk



Bespoke hardwood windows and doors

Unit 1b, Barrowmore Estate, Gt Barrow, CH3 7JA
www.cheshirejoineryservices.com

info@cheshirejoineryservices.com
Tel: 01829 741751

Winter 
offer

Kiln dried 
Hardwood 

Fire Briquettes
10KG Bag £5

10 Bags for £30
20 Bags for £40

Hardwood 
off cuts 
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1. 70% of all animals in the 
jungle rely on figs for their 
survival.
2. The name “Argentina” 
comes from the Latin word 
for silver, argentum. The 
original European settlers 
believed the country was full 
of silver.
3. The five worst cities in the 
U.S. for air pollution are all in California.
4. One pint of donated blood can save up to 3 
lives.
5. Small animals such as flies and hummingbirds 
experience time in slow motion, which is why they 
can avoid your newspaper swats.
6. The Amazon accounts for more than half of 
the planet’s remaining rainforest and  is home to 
more than half the world’s species of plants and 
animals.
7. Your brain keeps 
developing until your 
late 40s.
8. The Lut Desert in 
Iran is the hottest place 
on earth.
9. Headless cockroaches are capable of living 
for weeks. They die from starvation.
10.  There are about 500,000 detectable 
earthquakes in the world each year. 100,000 of 
those can be felt, and 100 of them cause damage.
11. More Colombians die every year from 
American tobacco than Americans die from 
Colombian cocaine.
12. In 5,000 years of human history, only one 
disease has been eradicated: smallpox.
13.  During the Christmas season, almost 28 
LEGO sets are sold every second.
14. Publisher Bloomsbury 
offered just £2,500 in 
advance for Harry Potter 
and the Philosopher’s 
Stone, the first book of 
the series.
15. There are more left-handed people with 
IQs over 140 than right-handed people, a 
study found.

16.   Facebook has over 
100 million active users 
in Africa.
17.   It would take less 
than 6 months to get 
to the Moon by car at 
60mph.
18.  Anne Frank’s sister, 
Margot, also had a diary. It was never found.
19.  Firefighters in Dubai use jetpacks to tackle 
blazes in high-rise buildings.
20.  Microwaving food does not diminish the 
nutrients. When done right, it’s actually one of 
the most nutritionally sound methods in food 
preparation.
21.  With over 520 million 
followers as of 2019, 
Buddhism is the world’s 
4th-largest religion.
22. The word ‘Buddha’ is 
a title, which means ‘one 
who is awake’, in the sense of having ‘woken 
up to reality’.
23.  When Columbus “discovered” the 
Americas, the continent was already inhabited 
by 90 million people which was a third of the 
world’s population.
24.  Bananas have more trade 
regulations than AK-47s.
25.  Until the year 2000, Disney 
theme park workers were 
forbidden from growing facial hair.
26.  In professional shooting, Alcohol is 
considered to be a performance-enhancing 
drug because it relaxes you and slows your 
heart rate enough to give you an edge.
27.  People drink more slowly when alcohol is 
served in straight-sided glasses than when it’s 
served in glasses with curved sides, a research 
found.
28.  China has treatment camps for Internet 
addicts.
29.  There’s high-speed Internet on the way up 
to Mount Everest.
30.  When Montenegro became independent 
from Yugoslavia, its Internet domain name 
went from .yu to .me.

DO YOU KNOW?DO YOU KNOW?
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AN AFFORDABLE STUNNING 
MAKEOVER THAT WILL SIMPLY... 

BEFORE

W E  O F F E R  F R E E  S U R V E Y,  D E S I G N  &  Q U O T E S

S A L E  N O W  O N  S A L E  N O W  O N  C A L L  T O D AY

AFTER

Ask about our quartz overlay.
Why replace your worktops when this 
unique quartz overlay simply fits over 

your existing surface.

Hygienic, easy to care for, scratch 
resistant, easily installed, heat 

resistant & timeless.

www.transformyourkitchen.net
A Family Run Firm WIth 25 Years Experience

Endorsed by
Which? Trusted Trader

TRANSFORMYOURKITCHEN
The Kitchen Makeover Specialists

No need to empty cupboards
Most kitchens completed in a day.

No mess, no fuss.
All doors made to measure.
Choose from Vinyl, acrylic 

and solid wood doors.
CALL FOR A FREE QUOTATION

Call for a FREE quotation on

01244 794 102



TH
IS MONTH

HISTORY

IN

This feature each month 
will give interesting facts
from years gone by. 
See what you remember 
that happened in your
lifetime.

THIS DAY IN HISTORY FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARYTHIS DAY IN HISTORY FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY

1st January 19731st January 1973
The accession of the United Kingdom 
to the European Communities (EC) – 
the collective term for the European 
Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), 
the European Economic Community 
(EEC) and the European Atomic Energy 
Community (EAEC) – took effect on this 
date. 

This followed ratification of the Accession treaty which was signed in Brussels 
on 22 January 1972 by the Conservative prime minister Edward Heath, who 
had pursued the UK’s application to the EEC since the late 1950s. The ECSC and 
EEC would later be integrated into the European Union under the Maastricht 
and Lisbon treaties in the early 1990s and mid-2000s.
Denmark and Ireland also joined as part of the same expansion.

1st January 1892 1st January 1892 
Ellis Island opened in New 
York.

It is a federally owned 
island in New York Harbor, 
situated within the U.S. 
states of New York and New 
Jersey, that was the busiest 
immigrant inspection and 
processing station in the 
United States.

From 1892 to 1954, nearly 12 million immigrants arriving at the Port of New 
York and New Jersey were processed there under federal law. Today, it is part 
of the Statue of Liberty National Monument and is accessible to the public 
only by ferry. The north side of the island is the site of the main building, now 
a national museum of immigration. The south side of the island, including 
the Ellis Island Immigrant Hospital, is open to the public only through guided 
tours.

Edward Heath - former prime minister
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17th January 191217th January 1912

On this day, the first Boeing 747 
touched down at London’s Heathrow 
airport . 
The Pan Am flight came direct from 
New York, with 324 passengers 
onboard. As you can imagine, it was 
a momentous occasion, with one 
eyewitness describing the scene like a 
‘media circus.’
The historic flight had launched from 
JFK in the early hours of the morning on January 22nd and took seven hours 
and 20 minutes to cross the Atlantic.

22nd January 197022nd January 1970

Captain Robert Falcon Scott was the first British 
explorer to reach the South Pole and explore 
Antarctica extensively by land.
Scott was an officer in the Royal Navy, who had 
joined his first ship when he was 13. He was born in 
Devon and came from seafaring family, though his 
father ran a brewery. He married a sculptor named 
Kathleen Bruce in 1908, and they had one son, 
Peter, who became a famous naturalist.
He led two expeditions to the South Pole, his 
first expedition, in the ship Discovery, took place 
between 1901–04 and was partially funded by 
the Government. Discovery was specially built for 
the voyage, as a research ship to go through icy seas. This expedition was 
significant as it was the first time Antarctic land had been explored extensively 
for zoological and geological purposes.
In 1910, Scott sailed on another scientific voyage, this time in the Terra Nova, 
originally a whaler. Scott was determined to be the first explorer to reach the 
South Pole, but he faced stiff completion from Norwegian Roald Amundsen.
Scott achieved his dream and reached the South Pole on 17–18 January 1912. 
The achievement was bittersweet as he discovered that Amundsen had got 
there first. The 800-mile journey back to their base camp was torturous, and 
all five of Scott’s party (including Scott) died from cold and hunger.
A search party was sent out from McMurdo Sound after the end of the 
Antarctic winter of 1912. It found the bodies of Scott, Dr Wilson and ‘Birdie’ 
Bowers on 12 November. They were in their sleeping bags inside a tent 
covered with snow. Their journals and papers were recovered but the bodies 
were left, wrapped in the tent and buried under a snow cairn. Captain Oates’s 
body was never found.

images courtesy of Wikimedia commons



 Anderson Funeral Directors 
Our family strive to provide the best for your family 

A Family Run Funeral Directors 
Anderson Funeral Directors is a true 
family run concern, we are proud to care 
for the communities of Ellesmere Port, 
Chester, Wirral and surrounding areas. 
We are here to help in your time of need 
and you can be sure that when dealing 
with the Anderson family you are in safe 
and caring hands. We pride ourselves in 
our commitment to help families truly 
express and honour their loved ones 
personality, whether that be through 
their individual choice of vehicle or 
a lasting tribute with an individually 
designed order of service booklet.

0151 357 2671

Planning
Ahead

Anderson Funeral Directors 
11 Chester Road off Whitby Road
Whitby Village, Ellesmere Port, CH65 9BD
(Near Vale Court Care Home)
catherine@andersonfd.co.uk

www.andersonfd.co.uk

Why not telephone our office to 
discuss a bespoke pre-payment 
funeral plan from £1995.1

1 Does not include third party disbursement costs. 
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Please get in touch for further information or to book a personal tour.

Belong Chester | 36 City Road, Chester, Cheshire CH1 3AD

01244 470570
www.belong.org.uk
enquiries@belong.org.uk

Your life, your pace, your way.

Magnificent care in a 
magnificent setting
Belong Chester provides high 
quality 24-hour support and 
world class dementia facilities in 
a vibrant community and is a 
stunning example of how advanced 
design and very high standards of 
care can provide a new quality of 
life for older people.

JOIN  THE TEAMVARIOUS  OPPORTUNITIES

Specialist dementia and 
nursing care

Small households create a  
homely setting

Free Admiral Nurse service for 
customers and their family

Modern apartments enabling people 
to live independently with support

Vibrant facilities including Bistro 
(now open to the public), Salon and more

Gym with specialist equipment
to improve wellbeing

Specialist day care service offering 
a range of meaningful experiences

Intergenerational nursery offers 
shared learning experiences



Drakes Haircutters
Christleton, Chester

01244 332660

Number 22
Halton, Runcorn

07395287100
W H E E L C H A I R A C C E S S I B L EO N L I N E B O O K I N G

CHECK OUT OUR SOCIAL MEDIA FOR UPDATES, 
PHOTOS, REVIEWS & DIRECTIONS

FRIENDLY & RELAXED SALONS FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

All aspects of hairdressing & barbering

Semi permanent makeup certified with advanced
training

Microblading, combination, Ombrè , brow, eyeliner &
saline removal
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PLAY DOUGH RECIPE
You will need:
2 cups plain fl our 
2 tablespoons vegetable oil  
1/2 cup salt
2 tablespoons cream of tartar
1 to 1.5 cups boiling water 
food colouring

To make it:
Mix the fl our, salt, cream of tartar 
and oil in a large mixing bowl.
Add about 10 drops of food 
colouring to the boiling water, then 
add it in stages into the dry ingredients.
Stir continuously until it becomes a sticky, combined dough.

Allow it to cool down then take it out of the bowl and knead it vigorously for a couple 
of minutes until all of the stickiness has gone. * Th is is the most important part*
If it remains a little sticky then add a touch more fl our until just right.
Store in cling fi lm aft er play and it will last for a few weeks.



Friendly? Single? 
Want to meet and keep new friends?
Do you sometimes wish for a better social life?

If so, come and join us, where you can meet and make a new 
circle of friends, and enjoy good companionship. We meet every 
Wednesday at 7.30pm at various locations where there is good car 
parking, and a bar with a nice relaxed atmosphere.

Members organise various social events including meals out each 
Saturday evening, theatre visits and many other activities.
Our group of like minded unattatched people enjoy getting out 
and about, and are happy to consider suggestions for trips and 
outings from all members. 

Newcomers will be made most welcome. If you would prefer, we 
can arrange to meet you at the door.

For more information ring Brian on 0151 6481516, or 
Eileen On 01244 661873



Aries
What do you 

hope people will 
remember you for? A 
fresh path to money 
and recognition has 

begun.

HOROSCOPES FOR JANUARY

BY JAMES GRIFFITHS

Taurus
People will be surprised 

by the ideas you’re 
expressing, you’re in an 
experimental frame of 
mind. Don’t hurry into 

commitments.

Gemini
You feel freed from 

the past or a negative 
emotion that has been 

holding you down.

Cancer
A new beginning has 

begun. You will be 
developing a new 

connection and a new 
link with someone 

close.

Leo
As the sun rises in January, 
unexpected job prospects 

present themselves. Top priority 
is wellness, focus on it.

Libra
Now is the moment 

to examine your 
priorities,  especially 

in relation to your 
home and personal 

life.

Virgo
It’s the perfect time 
to have fun, dance, 
and party! Virgos 

are normally careful, 
diligent individuals, 
yet this is the time 

to relax.

Scorpio
The new beginning, 

where you examine a 
different perspective or 
experiment with a new 

form of expression. 
This moment is hectic.

Sagittarius
You give up things you 

no longer need and 
begin to understand 

how crucial it is in your 
relationships to feel 

people are making time 
and effort for you.

Capricorn
Take some time to relax and 

connect with your inner 
voice, this is a moment when 
your intuition is at its peak.

Aquarius
It’s a beautiful time to take a 

peaceful retreat, try meditation, 
or just get some rest.

Pisces
It’s important to 
feel emotionally 
understood, as 

well as appreciated 
for your intellect, 

humour, and 
aspirations for the 

future.

www.jamesagriffiths.co.uk    
Astrology   |   Psychic   |    Healer Call - 01244 94 11 77  |  07950 350 810
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www.e l l i o t tbui ldandg laz e l td . co.uk
Email: elliottbuildandglazeltd@live.com

Elliott Build & Glaze Ltd is a trading name of S R Elliott Build & Glaze Ltd.

PLANNINGPLANNING
From first contact with the 
customer to completion of 
the project, we can provide 
all services required to 
meet your needs, including 
full architectural design and 
project management.

GLAZINGGLAZING
Professional installers of 
windows, doors, bi-folds 
and sliders.

BUILDINGBUILDING
Every project is 
completed to the 
highest quality; 
customer satisfaction 
is imperative; we will 
keep disruption to a 
minimum and work 
within a safe, clean and 
tidy environment.

Tel: 0151 336 6925

Bellingham, SpitalBellingham, Spital
Thank you Scott and your team for transforming our home….From start to finish we found 
everyone friendly, punctual, professional and extremely hard working. They were organised, 
easily contactable and we were given a schedule which was adhered to; they coordinated work 
with electricians, plumbers, plasterers and decorators, all with minimal disruption and to the 
highest standard.  We could not be happier with the end result and we could not recommend 
Scott and his team highly enough. 

A family run business which has 
been built on recommendaton

CUSTOMER RECOMMENDATIONSCUSTOMER RECOMMENDATIONS

AFTER



5 Greenfield Lane, 
Hoole, Chester, CH2 2PA
www.pur-sereniti.co.uk

Call: 07444 388 606

Non-Surgical Beauty & 
MassageTreatments

We have years of experience, commitment, 
honesty & high-quality treatments.

Award-winning technology: 
Focus Dual, delivering outstanding results.

Treatments:
HIFU Facelift & Skin Tightening

Chemical Peel Facial
Radiofrequency Micro-needling

Professional body massage treatments
18



We LOVE to make you SMILE...

Dental Solutions Denture Clinic
399 Upton Road Prenton Wirral, CH43 9SE

www.dentalsolutions.co

CALL  US  TODAY

0151 678 9833

Smile we're local
Junction 3 M53

BESPOKE DENTURES
Natural looking dentures 

beautifully created just for you
We believe in treating our clients 

with dignity and descretion

IMPLANT RETAINED DENTURES 
Many patients who have chosen to have 

implants, report they are happy and 
comfortable for the first time since the 

loss of their natural teeth. 

WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY
“The moment I met Philip and his team 
I knew I was in safe hands. Everyone was 

patient, caring and professional.”
Doreen - Wirral



What’s 
happening 
at Chester Zoo.

OUR
ZOO

A new star in stripes… and spots! An endangered Malayan tapir has 
been born at Chester Zoo – giving an important boost to conservation 

efforts to protect the species. 

A rare Malayan tapir has been 
born at Chester Zoo in what has 
been hailed as an “important 
moment” for the conservation 
of the endangered species. 
The female calf, which has been named 
Nessa, arrived to parents Margery (10) and 
Betong (10) in the early hours of Wednesday 
30 November, weighing just 9kg. It followed 
a 13-month-long (391-day) pregnancy. 

Chester Zoo is one of just two 
British zoos currently caring for the 
Malayan tapir – a species listed as 
endangered on the International 
Union of Conservation of Nature’s 
(IUCN’s) Red List of Threatened Species. 

Fewer than 2,500 are estimated to 
remain across Malaysia, Sumatra, 
Thailand and Myanmar, with hunting, 
illegal logging and mass deforestation 
blamed for a decline in numbers, which 
has seen more than half of the world’s 
Malayan tapirs lost in the last 40 years.

Mike Jordan, Director of Animal and 
Plants at Chester Zoo, said: “We’re over 
the moon that Margery has delivered a 
healthy female calf – a birth that marks 
an important moment in our efforts to 
prevent the extinction of this wonderfully 
charismatic but sadly endangered species.

“The Malayan tapir is a species that’s 
under enormous pressure – its numbers 
have crashed over the course of the past 
four decades to frighteningly low levels, 
with hunting and habitat destruction 
being the main threats to its survival.

“Here at Chester Zoo we’re doing all we 
can to reverse that and carve out a brighter 
future for the species. Margery’s precious 
calf is a highly significant new arrival who 
will add valuable new genetics to the 
European endangered species breeding 
programme, which is working to ensure 
a safety net population of Malayan tapirs 
in conservation zoos like ours, guarding 
them from extinction. Meanwhile, we’re 
out on the ground in various parts of 
South East Asia where the species is 
found, working with our conservation 
partners and local communities to 
protect and restore its rainforest home.” 
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To save Chester Zoo head to: www.chesterzoo.org/saveourzoo  

The Malayan tapir is the largest of the 
world’s four tapir species and is related to 
both the horse and the rhinoceros. It is an 
‘odd-toed’ animal, having four toes on each 
front foot and three toes on each back foot.

At birth, baby tapirs have distinctive coats 
featuring a series of spots and stripes. This 
patterning is to help camouflage them on 
the forest floor, but slowly changes over the 
first six months of life to mirror the unique 
black and white pattern of their parents.

Rosie Owen, a zookeeper at Chester Zoo, 
added: “It’s so lovely to once again hear 
the pitter-patter of tiny, spotty and stripy 
Malayan tapir feet. They’re really special 
animals, a highly endangered species and 
very few zoos in the whole of Britain care for 
them, so it’s fair to say that Nessa’s arrival 
has put huge smiles on all of our faces.  

“Mum Margery is ever so good with her 
calf. Nessa is a real bundle of energy, 
confident and is often looking to explore but 
Marge is extremely attentive and always 
retains a watchful eye on her. The pair of 
them doing really, really well together.”

Malayan tapir facts 
• Malayan Tapirs are found in Malaysia, 

Sumatra (Indonesia), Thailand & Myanmar.
• The population of the species in the wild is 

estimated to have declined by more than 
50% in the last 40 years, driven primarily by 
the wide-scale conversion of their habitat 
to unsustainable palm oil plantations and 
agricultural land. As a result, they are 
listed as an endangered species by the 
International Union for the Conservation 
of Nature (IUCN) and are also threatened 
by increased hunting for their furs, road-
kills and trapping in snares left for other 
animals.

• Chester Zoo is part of a European-wide 
conservation breeding programme for the 
endangered species.

• Malayan Tapirs typically give birth to one 
calf after an 11-13 month gestation period.

• They have unusual, long flexible noses 
that they use to forage for food, and are 
known for their unusual courtship ritual 
which involves an assortment of wheezing 
and whistling sounds. They will then sniff 
each other, walking around in circles before 
mating.

• Malayan tapirs also have poor eyesight, 
which makes them rely heavily on their 
excellent senses of smell and hearing.



HOURS OF OPERATION

Monday- Friday

Saturday

Sunday

9:00AM – 5:OOPM

9:00AM - �:00PM

Closed

Follow us on

0330 1757528

Obsidian Offices, Chantry

Court, Chester CH1 4QN

info@zulutravelservices.com

www.zulutravelservices.com

Zulu Travel Services are a full-service travel agency,
offering our customers (both budget-friendly and
luxury) the best and most cost-efficient travel
options from flights, hotels, car rentals, cruises,
land arrangements, tour packages (ready-made and
customised) to suit their travel needs. We are
passionate about travel and guarantees to provide
excellent customer service and ensure our
customers get to experience their best holiday
ever.
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*A-Plan Northwich will donate £10 for every car, home and van insurance 
policy quoted from 12/09/22 to 30/11/22. Only one quote per product 
line, i.e. you cannot have multiple quotes for the same vehicle at the same 
address. Only available through the above branch. A-Plan reserve the right to 
withdraw this offer at any time. **Trustpilot rating correct as of 12/09/2022. 
A-Plan Insurance is a trading style of A-Plan Holdings which is authorised 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered office: 2 Des 
Roches Square, Witney, OX28 4LE. Registration number 750484. AP220804

aplan.co.uk/northwich

Supporting 
Mid-Cheshire Food Bank
We’ll donate £10 for every car, home or van insurance quote 
we do in our Northwich branch. Quote ‘CHESHIREFOODBANK’. 
Terms & Conditions apply*

18 Witton Street | Northwich | CW9 5EB
01606 537 900

Rated 4.8 out of 5*



CONSERVATORIES  II  ORANGERIES  II CONSERVATORY ADAPTATIONS

A local family run f irm you can trust

BEFORE ROOF INSTALLED

AFTER ROOF INSTALLED

The only system 
that comes with 

planning consent.
Call us today for a 
FREE quotation.

Call us on:
0151 327 8095

Transform your conservatory  
into an all year round living space

NORTH WEST
No. 1

INSTALLER

24



www.pureconservatories.co.uk

HOME EXTENSIONS II GARDEN ROOMS  II REPLACEMENT GLASS

• A wide range of  tiles 
     and colours
• Lighting & Plastering 
     included
• Upgrade your frames 
     or glass
• Fully trained installation 

teams

FREE EXPERT 
ADVICE

BEFORE

AFTER
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Charity

Hollywood superstar Leonardo DiCaprio hails Chester Zoo’s conservation 
efforts as ‘extinct’ fish returns to the wild

Nearly 30 years after the golden skiffia disappeared from Mexico’s waters, conservationists 
have returned the rare fish to the wild. 
The team, made up of global experts from the UK, North and Latin America, released 
1,200 golden skiffia into the Teuchitlán River in central-western Mexico, where the fish had 
not been seen since the 1990s. The group of golden skiffia had been successfully bred by 
aquarists who created a conservation breeding programme that prevented the fish from 
becoming globally extinct. 
With one in three freshwater fish threatened with extinction, 
they are the most threatened group of vertebrates on the planet.
The reintroduction of the fish coincided with the country’s Day of the Dead celebrations – 
where families honour their departed ancestors and welcome them back from the dead.
Omar Domínguez-Domínguez, a professor and researcher 
from the Michoacan University of Mexico, who is leading 
the golden skiffia reintroduction, said:
“The Day of the Dead is a traditional Mexican celebration, 
when it is believed that people’s deceased ancestors return 
to the land of the living for one night, to talk and spend time 
with their families. Releasing the golden skiffia at this time 
is a metaphor for how the species has come back from the 
dead to return to its home, not for one night, but forever.
“Releasing this species back into the wild is a light of hope for this wonderful family 
of fishes - the goodeids - and for the conservation of freshwater fish more generally. 
Knowing that universities, zoos and aquarists can come together to fix some of what has 
been destroyed and return to nature some of what has been lost is an amazing thing.”
Human disturbance caused by dam construction, water extraction, pollution and the 
introduction of invasive species have caused major changes to the skiffia’s habitat - 
pushing it to extinction in its only known home. But in 2014, scientists from the Michoacan 
University of Mexico and passionate fishkeepers from the Goodeid Working Group 
helped restore the degraded habitat and remove non-native species from the Teuchitlán 
ecosystem.
Conservationists hope that the fish being released will ultimately result in a healthy, self-
sustaining population that can fulfil its important natural role in the ecosystem of eating 
algae and mosquito larvae, which helps keep populations of those species in check.
Paul Bamford, Regional Programme Manager for Latin America at Chester Zoo, added:
“This project is a great example of how zoos can contribute to conservation in the field 
through conservation breeding and research, utilising the skills and experience that 
have been developed in zoos to help strengthen existing and new wild populations. By 
supporting freshwater conservation in Mexico and the ecosystems where the fish live, 
we’re not only protecting biodiversity and the wellbeing of freshwater environments, 
but also the people and communities that live alongside them.”



The golden skiffia release comes just a few years after 
the successful reintroduction of the tequila splitfin, 
which faced very similar threats to the golden skiffia 
and was also prevented from extinction as a result of 
a conservation action by experts from Chester Zoo and 
its partners. Following a successful reintroduction into 
the Teuchitlán River, the population of tequila splitfin 
is now thriving and the project has been cited as an 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature case 
study for successful global reintroductions.
This project is part of Fish Ark Mexico, a conservation project in central Mexico that 
focuses on 41 highly threatened species of freshwater fish. Fish Ark Mexico has more 
than 20 years of experience in Mexican fish conservation and has succeeded in keeping 
39 species of endangered and extinct-in-the-wild goodeid species in zoos and aquariums. 
The Fish Ark facility at the Michoacan University of Mexico in Morelia has been supported 
by several national and international conservation organisations, including Chester Zoo, 
Re:wild and SHOAL. 
Harmony Patricio, SHOAL conservation programme manager and Re:wild’s freshwater 
fish conservation programme manager, said:
“With thousands of freshwater species threatened with extinction, the story of the 
golden skiffia returning to the wild is inspiring evidence of the many opportunities for 
conservation impact that together can reverse the freshwater biodiversity crisis. The 
SHOAL partnership is expanding freshwater species conservation awareness, funding, 
capacity and action to meet the level of the challenge, and positive stories such as the 
golden skiffia reintroduction can help draw attention to the challenges facing freshwater 
ecosystems, which have historically been overlooked and underfunded.” 
In preparation for the species return to the wild, the fish were first placed in ponds, so 
they could begin to adapt to different conditions. The fish were then taken to floating pods 
in the river known as mesocosms where they live for at least a month, so that they can 
further adapt to natural conditions before release. Individuals released into the wild were 
tagged and will be monitored for the next five years to assess whether the population is 
increasing and whether the fish are reproducing and growing successfully in the river. 
Conservation reintroductions such as the release of golden skiffia back into the wild will 
be vital to ensuring extinctions are halted and populations are given the best possible 
chances of bouncing back from the brink. 
Bringing the species back from the ‘dead’ is the result of collaborative efforts between 
experts from Chester Zoo, Michoacan University of Mexico, Goodeid Working Group, 
Re:wild and SHOAL who are developing a plan to save Mexican goodeid species - one of 
the world’s most threatened group of fish - which includes the golden skiffia and tequila 
splitfin.
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Community

Cashback fund open county-wide for Christmas
Police and Crime Commissioner John Dwyer is encouraging local community groups, 
businesses and members of the police family across Cheshire to apply to the 
Community Cashback Fund over the Christmas period.

Taken from money seized under the Proceeds of Crime Act (POCA), each of Cheshire’s 
nine Local Policing Units (LPUs) has been allocated £10,000 from the fund. The aim is 
for local residents and businesses to work with their neighbourhood policing teams on 
projects to improve their community.

‘Not for profit’ organisations such as charities, ‘friends of’ groups, neighbourhood 
groups, social enterprises and community groups are encouraged to apply. Local 
businesses and Parish Councils can also apply to the fund, as well as local policing 
teams themselves.

The fund is open now and will close at 9am on Friday 27 January 2023.

Police and Crime Commissioner John Dwyer, said:

“I’m delighted to be able to support Cheshire’s communities with funding that has 
been seized from the ill-gotten gains of criminals. This money should be used to fund 
community improvements, not criminal lifestyles.

“Through the Community Cashback Fund, local people will be able to work hand-in-
hand with their policing team to improve their area. This is all about working together 
to make Cheshire even safer so if you’ve got an idea for a project that will make a real 
difference, I want to hear from you.”

Applications will be considered by a panel including representatives from the local 
community, which will decide which projects to fund.

All applications must meet the criteria and support one of the six aims of the Police 
and Crime Plan. These are:

• Prevent and tackle crime
• Make Cheshire’s roads safer
• Deliver justice for victims of crime
• Protect vulnerable and at-risk people
• Improve public confidence in policing
• Modernise our police service

For information about the criteria, frequently asked questions and how to apply, 
visit www.cheshire-pcc.gov.uk/what-the-commissioner-does/community-funding/
community-cashback-fund



l Resin Drives naturally drain water through it which means no puddles.
l It is also slip-resistant and UV stable l It is not affected by oil or fuel spillages
l Flexible enough to resist cracking l 24 colours l Weed resistant
lNo major ground works required l No need to excavate the existing base

Resin Bonded
Driveway SpecialistsDriveway SpecialistsDriveway Specialists

Lock and Sons Ltd of Chester

We are a family-run business in Cheshire who take pride in 
delivering the best quality workmanship and aftercare service.

All our staff are fully insured, qualified and trained to the highest 
standards and are specialist installers of resin bonded permeable 
Natural Stone driveways.

£65 per sq m
(Terms and conditions apply)

For a free design and on-site survey tel 

01244 752214

Prices start from 

www.lock&sonsdriveways.co.uk
Email: lockandsonsltd@gmail.com

Company reg no 9362373
Regus House, Chester Business Park, 

Chester, CH4 9QR

Massive stock clearance
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www.allmightyroofing.co.uk

■ 15 Years Experience
■ Level 3 Site Carpentry NVQ

■ Level 1 Construction NVQ
■ Level 2 Slate & Tiling NVQ

■ Licensed Firestone Contractor
■ Fully Insured

Call 01244 637121

Firestone Flat 
Roofing System
✓✓ 20 year guarantee
✓✓ Superior durability
✓✓ Seamless sheets in one piece
✓✓ Very low life-cycle cost
✓✓ Flame-free & easy installation
✓✓ High fl exibility & elongation
✓✓ Environmentally friendly

Meet the owner

Your Local Flat Roofing Specialists
Complete Re-Roofs/Commercial Roofing/ Facias & Guttering
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From 

£895* 895* * £895
for a fully 
fi tted electric 
garage door.

Garolla garage doors are expertly 
made to measure in our own UK 

factories, they’re strong and solidly 
built. The electric Garolla door rolls 
up vertically, taking up only 8 inches 

inside your garage, maximising 
valuable space. Our expert local 

installers will fi t your new door and 
they’ll take away the old one too, 

so there’s no mess.

Give us a call today and we’ll come 
and measure up FREE of charge.

CALL US TODAY ON:

01244 960 169  
MOBILE:

07537 149 128

*Offer valid for openings up to 2.4m wide & including 2 remote controls, 55mm white slats, internal manual override.

Poem by John FowlerPoem by John Fowler
ResolutionResolution

Tomorrow, I’m going to get in shape, I think I’ve found the solution.
Eat less and exercise more, that’s my New Year resolution.

Tomorrow, I’m going to diet, I’m going to be so slim, 
Everyone is going to stare, and say, “OMG, look at him”

Tomorrow, there’s a new me, I’ve so much to lose,
It’s really got so bad, I may even give up the booze.

Tomorrow, It’s a brand new start, I’ll watch what I eat.
 No more takeaways for me, perhaps just chocolate for a treat.

Tomorrow, I’ll turn a leaf, and exercise each day
I might even join a gym, the fat will melt away.

Tomorrow, a new way of life, no more biscuits, crisps, or cakes
Perhaps the odd glass of wine, just for old time’s sakes.

Tomorrow, I’m determined, my clothes will start to fit.
Friends won’t recognise me, I’ll look just like Brad Pitt.

Tomorrow, I’ll achieve my steps, might even do some runs.
But everybody knows, tomorrow never comes.



Tel: 07725 235 760 / 07725 235 747
www.frodshamgates.co.uk

Email: sales@frodshamgates.co.uk

WE’RE A CHESTER-BASED MANUFACTURER
OF WOODEN GATES AND FENCING

Our speciality is free standing white primed 
picket fencing suitable for creating flexible 
external enclosures for weddings, events, 

exhibitions, pub/restaurant gardens.
All products are made to order at our factory 

just off Bumpers Lane, Chester CH1 4NP.

Destal Gates & Fencing Ltd
Unit 11 Europa Court, Dee View 

Boulevard, Chester, CH1 4NP

E: sales@frodshamgates.co.uk

www.frodshamgates.co.uk

CALL US NOW 
07725 235747/01244 820051

All our timber is responsibly sourced 
and is FSC Certified

TARVIN LOGSTARVIN LOGS

SEASONED LOGS - FULL OR HALF LOADS
DUMPY BAGS OR NETS OF KINDLING

FREE LOCAL DELIVERYFREE LOCAL DELIVERY

CROSS LANES, TARVIN, CHESTER, 
CHESHIRE CH3 8HS

07936 14856607936 148566
www.tarvinlogs.co.ukwww.tarvinlogs.co.uk

KILN DRIED LOGS AVAILABLE

Do you see me?
So do your clients!

Lets get businesses back on track. We 
have great off ers for new advertisers.

Get in touch with us.
Call 01244 555244 or visit

our website love-chester.com
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Pablo & Billy - a comical short story series - Chapter Five

GET WITH IT - by John Fowler
“Will you get out of my doorway, Tub of Guts, I am trying to iron my new leather 
thong and you are taking the light. It’s like an eclipse in here.” Exclaimed Pablo.

“But your Highness,” retorted Billy, “I doth beg your pardon, it is indeed very 
rare to find someone so handsome and so full of wit.  Anyway I would like a 
word in your shell-like, Oh Domineering one, because I am fed up cleaning your 
boots, my tongue is getting thore”

“What is bothering you, old chubby bottom face?”

 “I have heard that you are devising some sort of action plan for me, and I don’t 
like the word “action.”

“Well I want you to get with it, as they say, and move into the modern world. 
I want you to learn how to use a laptop computer like all my other coaches.”

“I hate all this internet lark. How is a laptop going to help us win matches? I see 
the other coaches on their laptop all day. What exactly do they do?” 

“You are so old fashioned, Blubber Chops. You don’t seem to understand, they 
have a lot more to do than you. They are planning, and arranging meetings--
--and er, planning, and writing things on walls, and analysing, and er, making 
plans, and ---things.”

“I see them showing the substitutes their laptop screen before they come on, 
when I am sure that`s the last thing they want before they enter the fray. What 
exactly are they showing them?”    

“Well, they show them which way we are kicking, what boots we are wearing, 
what colour shirts our team are wearing. They tell them which of our players 
speak English, and players’ nicknames---very important. All good stuff.”

“I haven’t the faintest idea about computers, and have no idea how I am going 
to learn about them.” 

“Well, no use asking me.” Replied Pablo.

“The trouble with you, oh Heartthrob, you have no man-management skills. 
You are supposed to listen to my troubles and have empathy. I have been 
talking to you for the last half an hour, and you haven’t made eye 
contact once. You have hardly looked up from your paperwork. 
You haven’t even asked me how I am getting on generally.”

“I am sorry, Chubbs, how are you getting on?”

“Huh-----don’t ask!” 



Solutions can be found on our website

Sudoku Puzzle

Across
1     Law enforcement 
       assistants (8)
5     Evaluate (6)
9     Dimmed (8)
10   Coiffure (6)
12   Draw out (5)
13   Hindrances (9)

14   Main course (6)
16   Savior (7)
19   When the moon blocks   
       all sunlight (7)
21   Expel (6)
23   Bizarre (9)
25   Forest god (5)

26   An introductory section    
       to a story (2 words) (6)
27  Found on roofs (8)
28  Harm to property (6)
29  Baffle (8)

How to play: 
The numbers 1 through 9 will appear 
once only in each row, column, and 3x3 
zone. There are 9 such zones in each 
sudoku grid. 
There is only one correct solution to each 
sudoku.  Good luck!
Difficulty level: Medium.

Down
1     Avoid (6)
2     Employees (9)
3     Not those (5)
4     Something very ugly (7)
6     Swordsman (9)
7     Enlist (5)
8     Financial supporters (8) 
11   Utilizer (4)
15   Atoning (9)
17   Fazed (9)
18   Revolted (8)
20   Beige (4)
21   Excavator (7)
22   Found on most pencils (6)
24   Assertion (5)
25   The mountain of the Ten  
       Commandments (5)
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Nice Areas/Bad Areas;  Social Problems in the Economic Crisis 

Tenants
Author - Vicky Spratt
Publisher - Profile Books

Book review: 

Britain is currently struggling from an economic and social 
depression highlighted by the increasing costs of energy, 
food prices and “borrowing rates” on credit cards, bank 
overdrafts, mortgages and “short term money lenders”.   
The  “economic crisis” has resulted in  considerable efforts 
by communities, religious groups, organised charities 
and others to establish support for those experiencing 
difficulties.  Support  varies between areas but includes 
food banks, clothing banks, hot meals, drinks, and “warm 
areas” to provide physical and social “warmth” to reduce 
isolation.  Evidence shows that the  growing public health 
crisis has resulted in an increasing number of families being 
made “homeless”.  In a challenging, thought provoking and 
at times harrowing overview, Vicky Spratt “Tenants”, explores the background to 
the “housing crisis and homelessness” and its devastating impact on the health of 
individuals and communities.  
Wendy Spratt considers, from her extensive experience and collation of evidence 
that the dearth of appropriate “social housing” available from councils or housing 
associations has forced people into renting from private landlords. Vicky points out 
that voters during the “Thatcher era” were tantalised by the “hidden wealth” to 
be gained if they became shareholders in major companies such as British Gas, BT, 
Marks and Spencer, etc or became houseowners.  Those families living in council 
houses were offered financial incentives to purchase their homes.  Undoubtedly, for  
tenants of council houses in “favourable areas” who bought in, the catchphrase of 
Bruce Forsyth, “You Lucky People” could be appropriately applied!  However, as the 
author states, the “right to Buy” agenda has taken millions of council houses out of 
the “social housing bank” since the 1980’s which has resulted in repercussions both 
socially and financially for many local authorities.
As the author highlights, the sale of council houses within “the right to buy and 
privatisation” political agenda,  has been a “win, win” situation for those who bought 
their homes but has resulted in a dearth of social housing.  The lack of social housing 
available from councils and housing associations has forced individuals and families 
into private renting. Despite the fact that there are undoubtedly a great number of 
“fair landlords” and well run housing associations, the author provides clear evidence 
that we cannot ignore the implications resulting from the unravelling of the safety 
net of social housing.   
In a wide range of insightful case reviews and interviews with tenants, the author 
enables the reader to empathise with the plight of tenants who, as a result of personal 
or economic circumstances such as illness, shorter working hours, redundancy,  
increased rents or “no fault” evictions are faced with losing their”home” or being 
unable to afford an alternative property within the same area.

The author contends that the current system is dysfunctional. The assumption that 
“Getting on your bike”  and moving is an easy task fails to address practical implications 
involving the breakdown of personal commitments, work, schooling for children, 



As the author notes, many people have a multitude of problems including money, 
mental health issues, and addictions, but these are all exacerbated by inappropriate 
houses in poor condition or isolation in HMOs. From her in depth research issues  
problems arising include “modern slums”, actions of rogue, unscrupulous and 
sometimes criminal  landlords,  alongside the failure of many local authorities to take 
action by prosecuting landlords for housing offences. In addition Vicky’s evidence 
highlights  that “rogue landlords” exploit the “supported housing system” at the 
expense of the more vulnerable.  Readers may well be aware of the case of  4 year 
old Asaab Ishak who died as a result of exposure to mould in a house rented by the 
Rochdale Housing Association, who are financed by Central Government.
Vicky’s hypothesis is that if we treat housing as an essential infrastructure of 
society we will find that other social and economic issues take a shift. However, I am 
disappointed that the author fails in her evidence  to address the problem of rogue 
tenants.  It is evident from anecdotal evidence that an  increasing number of landlords 
are, unfortunately,  faced with non payment of rent, sub letting with multi occupancy 
of rooms, damage to and violation of property.
Overall this is a well researched and all embracing insight into the situation facing 
many individuals and families who are struggling with “Life for Rent”. I am certain 
that the evidence base collated by the author and the quality of presentation will 
promote an increased knowledge base of readers regarding the current social 
housing disaster and the need for change and innovation.

One Kensington
Author - Emma Dent Coad
Publisher - Quercus
Many readers may have heard of, or possibly gone 
shopping to Harrods in the luxurious  surroundings 
of South Kensington, surrounded by  luxury hotels, 
restaurants, lavish properties, and a lifestyle that 
openly displays “wealth”.  In contrast  if you jump on 
the Number 74 bus, you can be in North Kensington 
in less than fifteen minutes and  be on the Golborne 
or Wornington Road, a stones throw from Portobello 
Road market.  This is an area of poverty, overcrowding 
and multi occupancy housing. The Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea is a 
divided borough which highlights inequality and a disparity in social and educational 
support structures. In an insightful and thought provoking book, ”One Kensington”, 
by Emma Dent Coad takes an in depth insight into the possible reasons for the great 
chasm in lifestyle, opportunity and social care between the “two communities” of the 
“haves and have nots”.  
The author, who was the labour MP for the borough from 2017-19 pulls no punches 
as she highlights the massive wealth and class divisions within the “one borough”.  It 
was during her time as an MP that the Grenfell Tower disaster(2017) occurred, with 
the death of 72 residents and far reaching emotional and social implication for so 
many families and individuals who lost their loved ones, homes and possessions. The  
vivid pictures of the devastation on television channels and the internet shook the 
nation.  The author notes that in its quest for “efficiency savings” the resultant enquiry 
exposed neglect of resources, corruption and a lack of “duty of care” for the more 
vulnerable members of an “upstairs, downstairs community”.
I taught physical education at Isacc Newton school on Wornington Road from 1967 
-1972 and was fitness coach at the North Kensington College and Middle Row Boxing 
Club four nights a week. During this time, the notorious “rogue landlord” Peter
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Rachman became a multi millionaire by buying up run down slum housing and 
exploiting and intimidating tenants. The majority of tenants were new arrivals from 
the West Indies who were unable to rent houses elsewhere due to blatant racism with 
signs displayed saying “To rent; no blacks or Irish”. The families were forced to rent 
rooms of multi occupancy in the large barely habitable dwellings with limited facilities. 
It is significant that the term “Rachmanism” is an entry in the Oxford Dictionary to 
define “the exploitation and intimidation of tenants by unscrupulous landlords”. 
The text is full to overflowing with evidence from council meetings, committees and 
reports from “experts” that the long term impact of Rachmanism in terms of “social 
care and support” was still in evidence in 2017. The section on the Sultan and Mrs 
Braithwaite is particularly pertinent in terms of housing costs and the social and 
emotional implications for tenants.
It is unfortunate that Emma frequently gets bogged down with over analysis of meetings 
and a tendency to promote her own agenda and contribution within meetings. This 
detracts from the overall analysis of how neglected the most vulnerable members of 
North Kensington had become as a result of local government mismanagement and 
“corruption”.  The text lacked oral evidence from those affected and pictorial evidence 
of the "squalor" in underprivileged areas compared with the “luxuries on the other 
side of the wall” particularly for readers not conversant with the “extremes within the 
borough”.
Despite these limitations, the book is a challenging insight from a “crusader” into the 
politics of solving the challenge of housing tenants, particularly the more vulnerable 
within “poorer communities”.  The key hurdle is that, as a result of previous failures 
residents have developed a lack of belief and trust in the process of consultation.  The 
author has “set the record straight” but she fails to address strategies that will help 
to re-build trust within communities and reconnect with “those in need” by putting 
local people at the heart of the decision making process to address the “extremes of 
inequality”.  Well worth reading.
About the reviewer

John T Morris BA(Hons),MEd,MPhil,DipPsych,CertEd.
John taught physical education in Ladbroke Grove, was fitness coach at the Middle 
Row Boxing Club, weight training and fitness coach in Wrexham, a graduate member 
of the British Psychological Society and a Mental Health counsellor. He was head 
teacher of three specialist centres for young people in North Wales. His research at 
Lancaster University was on promoting “growth  mindsets”.  He currently works  with 
individuals and teams to develop resilience, tenacity,  determination and team skills .



Charity

Ladies who Lunch 
raise vital funds 

for local cancer charity 
The Joshua Tree 

Cheshire based children’s cancer charity, The Joshua Tree, hosted a Ladies Lunch at 
Delamere Manor, Cuddington on Friday 25th November. The successful event raised 
£11,000 thanks to their huge generosity.
TV presenter, Bruce Turner who gave freely of his time to the children’s cancer charity, 
entertained more the 70 guests to highlight the importance of the charity’s work and 
telling one family’s story about their 11 years old son’s incredible survival of one the 
rarest cancers in the world, a Malignant Rhabdoid tumour of the liver, and the support 
they still receive from The Joshua Tree.  
Guests enjoyed a three-course meal and champagne reception while entertained 
by Beat Bandito followed by Robbie Williams tribute act, alongside fundraising games, 
a live auction, and raffle with fabulous prizes to be won.
Speaking about the event, Bruce said: “I thoroughly enjoyed attending The Joshua 
Tree Ladies’ Lunch for the second year running and helping tell the story of the vital 
work they do and helping to raise funds for families affected by the devastating impact 
of a childhood cancer diagnosis.”
Pippa Watson-Peck, Communications and Events Lead for The Joshua Tree, said: “What 
an amazing day we had raising the profile of the charity. The generosity of our guests 
was simply astounding during such turbulent times, we cannot thank them enough for 
their continued support.” 
“The Joshua Tree can make a real and lasting difference with this support. On average 
we were receiving 15 new family referrals a year, but during 2021 this increased to 54 
and so far, this year over 80 new family referrals.”

For further information about how you can support The Joshua Tree visit:                                        
www.thejoshuatree.org.uk
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Chester Rambling & Hill Walking Club have some winter traditions that 
are almost set in stone and looked forward to with great gusto each year. 
One of these is a Sunday spent walking, followed by dinner in a local 
hotel. Being deepest, darkest December, with limited daylight hours, 
there was no A grade walk in Snowdonia that day. Instead, a choice of 
two hikes was offered – a B walk of up to 1,500ft of ascent, and a lower 
level C walk. Both routes were in the Llanferres area, not too far from 
home or our evening meal venue. 

My other half and I led the C walk that day, an 8½ miler starting from 
Gwernymynydd, near Mold. We’d reconnoitred our chosen route on a 
showery day 3 weeks earlier, setting off across fields from Gwernymynydd, 
and passing Colomendy Outdoor Centre to reach Aberduna Nature 
Reserve. This former limestone quarry was landscaped in the early 
1990s and since then Mother Nature has firmly reclaimed what was 
once hers. Now, where quarrymen’s boots once trod, nature flourishes, 
and delightful paths interweave between limestone outcrops, woodland 
and grassy plateaus. Nearby, in Maeshafn, a myriad of tracks offers big 
choices for walkers, and ours emerged from a small wooded area to 
reveal a fabulous view of the Clwydians to the right! A mile further on, 
we discovered that our proposed footpath, running adjacent to another 
old quarry, had been closed off since we last used it some months 
previously. An explanatory notice informed us that the path would be 
out of use for the foreseeable future due to ‘ground movement’. Our 
alternative route made the walk a little longer and slightly hillier than 



planned, but this was more favourable than losing club members over the 
edge of a cliff!  With the glitch sorted, we strode onwards, dodging heavy 
downpours to reach Moel Findeg Nature Reserve. Skirting the summit, 
a lower footpath would ultimately lead us back towards Gwernymynydd.  
Along here are glorious views of Moel Famau and we lingered awhile 
to enjoy the palette of autumn colours on the hillsides, spot lit here and 
there by shafts of sunlight. We were being stalked, however, by more dark 
clouds that threatened to drench us fairly soon. The promised torrents 
appeared for the last half mile of our walk, and lashed us relentlessly. 
My ageing boots had kept my feet dry all day, despite tramping through 
damp grass and the occasional muddy swamp, but now decided to start 
leaking! Let’s just say that by the time we reached our parked car we 
were a tad soggy from head to toe...

We may have had a wet reconnoitre, but when we led the walk for club 
members the weather was mostly dry, despite a cloud canopy hovering 
low enough to obliterate the beautiful Clwydian summits. No shafts of 
sunlight shone through to dry the grass beneath our feet, and we didn’t 
see Moel Famau once that day. However, there were positives. We didn’t 
get a soaking and members shared a comradely day’s walking prior to 
tucking into a delicious dinner later. And, my new walking boots didn’t 
leak, despite being introduced heartily to their new, and currently very 
damp, stomping ground.

If you fancy discovering new walks in North Wales, Cheshire and 
beyond, then why not start the New Year off by joining a hiking group with 
experienced leaders? We have a choice of 2 - 3 grades of walks most 
Sundays: C’s can be up to around 1,000 ft of ascent, B’s up to 2,000ft, 
and  A grade walks tackle the higher crags, usually in Snowdonia. We are 
also out every other Wednesday for a hike of 8 - 9 miles, and our winter 
social calendar is in full swing, offering a programme of talks and social 
evenings.

We are a very friendly group and new members are always warmly 
welcomed. Whatever your walking ability, if you love the outdoors and 
fancy meeting like-minded folk, come and join us!

To find out more about Chester Rambling & Hill Walking Club, head 
over to our website: www.chesterwalkingclub.com Joining details 
can also be obtained by emailing chesramclub@yahoo.com

Maria Owen, Press Officer, Chester Rambling and Hill Walking Club



What’s on

Queen Will Rock You are well established as one of the world’s most authentic 
tributes to the legend that is Freddie Mercury and Queen.

This electric theatre production fully imitates the enthralling appeal of rock’s most 
ostentatious front man, faithfully and accurately recreating the unique Queen experience, 
from the movements of Freddie to the same equipment Queen used themselves to create 
their distinctive sound.

The extraordinary vocal range and outstanding delivery of Dominic Creighton as 
Freddie Mercury and the intricate guitar work of Alex Gaskell as Brian May are backed 
by superbly crafted harmonies, a driving rhythm section and state-of-the-art production. 
This show is a carbon copy experience of Queen’s famous 1986 Wembley Arena concert.

Including performances of the most popular Queen hits, such as Bohemian Rhapsody, 
Radio Ga Ga, We Are The Champions, We Will Rock You and many more, this show 
will captivate any audience - from die-hard Queen fans through to new generations of 
music lovers in a way that Freddie and Queen themselves would be proud of.

Tickets for the QUEEN WILL ROCK YOU – Liverpool M&S Bank Arena – Friday 
1st September 2023 show are available from:

LIVERPOOL – M&S Bank Arena Box Office No – 0344 800 0400

Website – www.mandsbankarena.com/whats-on/queen-will-rock-you-reliving-wembley-86/

   Tickets Price - £20.00     Doors Open – 7.30pm
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DON`T BE CAUGHT 
NAPPING!!

LASTING POWERS OF 
ATTORNEY FOR

HEALTH & FINANCE 
MATTERS

Call: 0845 052 2757 (std rate)

info@wirralestateplanning.co.uk
Visit our website: 

www.wirralestateplanning.co.uk

SINGLE:     £240 FOR BOTH
COUPLE:   £360 FOR BOTH

** INCLUDING VAT & HOME VISITS **




